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No access from Hwy 99 to
Tantalus Road heading
south from Brackendale
causes traffic congestion

Vehicle speeding, particularly by
Hwy 99 traffic
High access density within a
short distance
Drivers going around the turning
vehicles and use Garibaldi Way
as a 4-lane road w/o left-turn bay
Jaywalking reported between
north and south sides of
Garibaldi Way due to lack of
crossing facility

Discontinuity of the bike
lane along Tantalus
Road

G

Drivers need to pull up
further than the stop bar
due to visibility issues
A

A

Immediate left-turn to
the gas station

Long delay for left-turn
vehicles

T

Misaligned north and south
legs at the intersection

G

Southbound left-turn drivers
from Tantalus Road not
attentive of crossing pedestrians

Proximity of the driveway
to Tantalus Road
southbound approach
may cause confusion for
left-turn vehicles

P

Driver's noncompliance to
stop or pedestrians not
using the push buttons
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FIGURE 7: POTENTIAL IDENTIFIED SAFETY ISSUES
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CYCLIST
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BUS

A

Eastbound buses waiting
at the near-side stop
obstruct visibility to the
special crosswalk

Visibility issues
when exiting onto
Garibaldi Way

Impatient drivers going
through Chevron gas
station to avoid long
delay/queue

Long delays/queues
for vehicles exiting the
Plaza parking lot

Some drivers exiting the
Plaza parking lot from south
due to congested accesses
onto Garibaldi Way

Lack of sidewalk
along both sides of
the Plaza access

P

B

Two eastbound bus stops
within a short distance
Long delay for left-turn
vehicles
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Route #1
Route #2
Route #4
Route #9

T

Condensed parking along P
Tantalus Road, and illegal
parking due to overflow
making visibility and access
dangerous for pedestrians
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Route #4
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Multi-use pathway
terminated at the Hwy
99 intersection
northbound approach
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Route #9

PLAZA
PARKING
ACCESS

C

Backed up traffic at Hwy 99
intersection making turns
onto Garibaldi Way difficult
from accesses
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